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This report describes an Emerso,_. E: ,. ;zi,- _we_tigation to determine the cause of blistering
of sprayed "THERMO-LAG" 2"-500 material along the sidewalls of hemispherical cone
models tested in an air-arc plasmajelon 10 December 1962. The preliminary investig_ttion
consisted of a chemical analysis of blistered specimens showing a nonhomogeneous con-
centration of salt. Since several components of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 have a sedimen-
tation tendency, improper spraying techniques could have causedlayers more concentrated
in salt to be coveredby layers more concentra{ed in resin. Therefore, the spray techniques
were investigated as a possible cause of blistering.
Air-arc plasmajet tests of prepared models indicated that the spray technique was the
cause for blistering of the material. The models were tested under the same simulated
conditions as those that blistered in the air-arc plasmajet tests conducted 10 December
1962. The models specifically prepared to blister produced the identical type of _',Usters
found in the originaI defective models. Photomicroscopic examination of both _lodels
showed that uniform distribution of the salt in the properly prepared, nonblistered model
was very clearly distinguishable from the high concentration cf salt in the blistered model.
As a result of this study, Emerson Electric recommends the following corrective rneasules
(now being adapted) to eliminate the cause of blistering:
1. Use of recirculatory spray equipment for application of material.
2. Application of photomicrographs as a material control measure. '/^ _
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rSECTIONI
INTRODUCTION
"THERMO-LAG" T-500 is being investigated and characterized for NASA for application
_ to the typical aft body of a super circular re-entry type vehicle under Contract NAS 9-877.
An objective of the work being conducted under the contract is to perform a series of
material simulation tests for the magnitude of aft body heating comparable to conditions
typical of the vehicle.
The utility of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 as a subliming thermal barrier material has been
illustrated, by numerous plasmajet tunnel tests. The physical composition of plasmajet
tunnel post-tested "THERMO-LAG" T-500 material is qualitatively presented in the
_' following test reports:
'_ 1. Emerson Electric Report 1414, "A Comparison of Thin Coatings of Phenolic Nylon
and "THI_,RMO-I,AG" T-500 During Exposure to Low Convective Heat Fluxesof Long
Duration."
i
:i
2. Emerson Electric Report 1139, "Properties oI"THERMO-LAG" T-5O0 EX167 Sub!iining
i Compounds."
! Models tested for Emerson Electric Report 1414 were subjected to a heat flux of 30
i B_d/FT 2 - SEC at an entilalpy of 3500 BTU/LB. The test conditions for Emerson Electri_
_' R_port 1139 were approximately 596 BTU/FT" - SEC and an enthalpy o_ 16,000 BTU/LBI
Inspection of the models indicated that the "THERMO-LAG" material maintained original
i stagnation and sidewall model configurations with formation oI a nonreceding debris layer.
Microscopic examination of those models tested for Emerso_ Electric Report 1,414
revealed that most of the salt had sublimed away, providing propel material performance.
,t
A series of air-arc plasmajel tests of hemispherical cone mode!s tested for sidewall
": heating conducted under _e test program of Contract NAS 9-877 on 10 December 1962
_: showed material blistersalong the sidewallsof the models. To resolvethecause Of
blistering of sprayed material, a task analysis was conducted on theformulation, and
;i process of the tested "THERMO-LAG" T-500 material. The results of the test and the
•_ task analysis with t._st-test data to _,'ove out the cause of the material blistering are
'_ presented in this re,,',rt. The Quality Control Sheets of the GO - NO GO blistered models
i are presentedinAppendixC.
Y
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SEaION II
OBJECTIVEOF PROGRAM
The objectives of this program are:
!. To conduct a chemical mid phymcal analysis to determine the cause of blistering of
the material in the air-arc plasmajet tests on 10 December _962.
2. To conduct necessary _.ir-arc plasmajet tests to analyze the cause of blistering and
establish a corrective measure.
- 3. To establish a procedure for use of the corrective me2.sur_ i,..T._.._lity control of the
material.
The essential purpose of the investigation of material blistering will be to determine whether
the chemical composition of the material, its _pplicational technique, or their combined
if effect was the cause of the material failure. The approaches to examining the cause of
blistering that consider the complete process of the materi_l will be conducted along the
following manner:
; 1. Hypothesize the phenomena to the specified material formulation, and determine by
chemical anMysis whether that composition possesses blistering characteristics.
2. Determine if the allowable application of the material for the blistered models con-
tributes to the material failure.
2-1
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SECTION III
PRESENTATIONOF THE PROBLEM
PERFORMANCE OF BLISTERED "THERMO-LAG" T-500 MODELS.
TEST TUNNEL CONDITIONS.
In accorda_,ce to the contract requirements specified ir_Section 1.4.1, Exhibit "A", sidewall
heat te_ts were instituted on 10 December 1962. The tests were conducted in the hyper-
thermal plasmajet facility of Plasmadyne Corporation, Santa Aria, California. The 300KW
arc plasma system is described in detaiI, in Emerson Electric Report 1414.
The tunnel performance data that would simulate the required magnitude of heating is
tabulated in Table I.
TEST MODE L,_.
The models tested were hemispherical cones. The hemispherical nose bodies were made
by pressure molding "THERMO-LAG" T-500 molding powder into blocks and machining
these blocks to the desired configuration. The sidewalls of the steel cones, of 0.030-inch
thickness, were built-up with "THERMO-LAG" T-500 by repeated spray applications and
then machined to the desired material thicknesses.
Four o: the nine models tested had nose radii of one inch, and the others had 5/8-inch nose
radii. The thermocouples for measuring sidewall heating were positioned three inches be-
kind the nose along the x-axis at g0° quadrants. The physical descriptions of the models
tested have been tabulated along with the tunnel test conditions and are shown in Table I.
TEST RESULTS.
Five test models were chosen that summarize the results of the models f.ested. Photographs
of the side views of these models tested (M-9, Id-10, Mo16, M-18, and M-22) are given
respectively by Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5. The photographs, approximately 1.55
size enlargements, illustrate blistering in the form of numerous small clusters to the
occurrence of singte large areas of blisters.
Cross-sections of models M-16, M-18 and M-22 were subjected to microscopic examination.
The blister raised surfaces were verified to be caused by cohesive failure in the binder
and did not proceed through to the substrate surface. A chemical analysis of models M-16,
M-18, and M-22 was made and is discussed in Section IV.
3-1
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The substrate surface temperature-time plots of Models M-9, M-10, and M-16 are plotted
respectively in Figures B-l, B-2 and B-3 in Appendix B. The temperature-time plots
of Models M-10 and M-16, being of longer duration, permit a better analysis of the effect
of blistering on heat transfer. The temperature rise at the end of test runs are due to the
saIt having sublimed and leaving only the decomposing char layer as the thermai protector.
No corresponding test data is available to determine what deleterious effect, if any,
blistering has upon the effectiveness of the material performance. Analytically, the in-
creased voids in the material due to blistering would reduce the material thermal con-
ductivity, but it would reduce also the material density.
Comparison of Figures 3-1, 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 with Table I indicates that these photographs
are the side views of the models that show the thin coating of material, while Figure 3-2
shows the side view for the thick coating of material.
:¢
• _ [-,
........ H
M-6 14,890 110 .00267 .000516 1 30 8.3 .039 .038 034 . 100 . 100
M-9 9,865 110 .0064 .001448 1 150 25.2 .141 .033 032 1.095 .100
M-10 9,900 110 .0064 .001448 1 300 47.3 .346 .036 034 . 093 .099
I
M-18 10,100 215 .016 I .00358 5,/8 420 55.8 1. 112 .051 049 .099 . 100
M-16 17,365 170 .005 .006871 1 420 56.3 .461 .042 041 . 10(} . 100
M-19 11,980 300 .023 I .00491 5/'8 300 51.0 .902 050 _.051 . 100 . 100
M-21 17,658 300 .01 I .001748 5//8 45 10.9 . 078 . 050 052 . 097 . 092
M-22 17,680 300 ,01 .001748 5/9 90 lt_.O . 169 ,053 1.051 . 100 . 100
M-23 I7,500 300 .01 .001748 5/8 150 24.5 . 259 049 051 . 100 . 100
NOTE: All tests at 21_ oxygen.
Table I. Model Sidewall Data and Test Conditions
3-2
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MODEL 9
TEST POINT 19.
Figure 3-1. Side View of Test Model M-9
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MODEL 10
TEST POINT 12
Figure 3-2. Side View of Test Model M-10
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MODEL 16
TEST PODqT 24
Figure 3-3. Side View of Test Model M-16
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MODEL ]8
TEST POINT 14
Figure 3-4. Side View of Test Model M-18
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MODEL 9.2
TEST POINT 25
Figure 3-5. SideView of Test Model M-22
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SECTION IV
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF BLISTEREDMODELS
PROCEDURE fOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
To obtain positive assurance that the material in blistered models was properly compounded,
chemical analysis o_ three models that blistered, M-16, M-18 and M-22, as well as samples
of the original material were analyzed.
Samples of the char layer at the nose and at the side where blistering occurred were
obtained as well as samp!es of the material beneath the char. To obtain a chemical analysis,
the following analytlcal scheme was fotlowed:
1. Dry sample at 60°C and 30-inch vacuum in a vacuum oven to determine loss of weight
on drying.
2. Re-equilibrate to room temperature conditions to determine atmospheric moisture
pick-up.
3. EXtract three times to separate the NH4BF 4 salt, then evaporate and weigh the salt.
4. Dry residue from above extraction and weigh. Ignite the dried residues at 1000°C
and weigh. The &ifference between the dried and ignited residues is the total organic
content of the material.
Attempts to separate the resin, unpolymerized polymer tricresyl phosphate and carbon
black, all of which were included in the term total organic, were not quantitatively
successful.
These analyses were performed on the three models and a sample of the original "THERMO-
: LAG" T-500 material which was used as a control.
: RESULTS AND DISCUSS!ON.
_,' Results of the analysis are tabulated in Tabie IT. The samples tested for M-18 were taken
': from sides numbered (1) and (2), in Table A, as were the samples from other models,
:4 unless indicated. Tabl_ II indicates that very little, if any, s_ lvent was entrained in the
"! "THEI_MO-LAG", ruling this out as a cause for blistering.
The close agreement of the analysis between the original T-500 and the virgin material of
_ 4-1
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the blistered samples of M-16 and M-22 are assurance that these samples were properly
compounded.
Some differences in the composition ¢f the c._istered material for the thiu coated sides is
apparent. Model M-22 had a significantly higher l_:4BF4 content. The higher value is due
in part to the fact that the model was subje=ted to a short exposure time of 90 seconds while
the others were tested for 420 seconds. (See Figures 3-._, 3-4, and 3-5.) More significant,
however, is the fact that the sample irom model M-22 w:.s taken from the bottom layers of
material directly belcw a blistered spot. The s_,.=9:es from the other models were taken
from material layers close to the blistered _urface.
To summarize, the principal points of the findings of the chemical analysis of the virgin
material beneath the blisters and the T-500 control material indicates that the composition
of blistered and control materials are identical. With the chemical analysis showing that
the salt concentration was greater in layers of material furthest from a blistered surface,
the process whereby "THERMO-LAG" is applied, was then investigated as a cause for
blistering.
SodelS-'6 -ModelM:18 SodeiM-22
Original Charred "_ Virgin Blistered Blistered Blistered Virgin
T-500 Nose I Beneath Side Side Side BeneathI HII iii
°]olossinweight
on heating I.59 0.20 I.47
% gain inweighton
standing3 d_.ys 1.48 0.19 1.22
NH4BF4, (%) 49.2 2.4 51.7 6.1 4.1 15.9 49.7
Total organics, (%) 41.9 75.3 40.0 66.2 69.1 67.4 44.9
SLO2, (%) 8.9 22.3 8.3 27.7 26.8 16.7 5.4
Ratio NH4BF4/
total organics 1.17 0.03 1.29 0.09 0.06 0.24 1.11
Table II. Chemical Analysis of Blistered Models
4-2
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SECTION V
MATERIAL APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
INVESTIGATIVE SPRAY TECHNIQUE.
SPRAY EQUIPMENT.
"THERMO-LAG" applied by spraying is suspended in a volatile solvent. Since several
of the components of "THERMO-LAG" have a sedimentation tendency, the application by
spraying requires meticulous attention to spray techniques to obtain a homogeneous coat
that will possess the required performance characteristics.
In the preparation of the test models of 10_December 1962, "TttERMO-I,2_G" material :
was applied by spraying with a De V_lbiss b-_pray Gun (No. P-JGA-502-69--D}. The spray
gun application technique uses a simple pressure cup assembly {De Vilbiss type No. PKB
519} in which the operator attempt_ to keep the solids in homogeneous suspension bY
frequently stirring the material in the cup wit2"_a spatula. To assure homogeneous sus-
pension of the solids, a more exact technique is available. This technique involves fittinc
the pressure tank_ with an -Jr motor driven agitator, which employs a reeirculating pump.
The device pumps the material through a bypass loop back into the tank, thus allo_mg no
settling of solids. This apparatus is shown in Figure 5-1.
RESULTS OF SPRAY TECHNIQUES.
The spray gun type of equipment whichuses no special _gitation. has a tendency to separate
the material into three layers. Thebottom layer being rich in the more dense components,
namely, ammonium fluoborate and refrasil. The middle layer contains a solution ofothe.
resin in the solved.t, and floating on top are the very light phenolic microballoons. Even
when the pot is shaken by hand duringspraying, mixture separation is difficult to prevent,
requiring meticulous attention [o obtain the desired results. The result of this type of
separation is a nonhomogeneous coating of the material in which layers more concentrated
in salt are covered by layers more concentrated in the resin. Because the polymeric
material ablates af a somewhat higher temperature than the sublimation temperature of
the salt, the salt would vaporize underneath the polymer film to form blisters, since little.
action would exist to form voids that would allowpassage of the formed gas_
The' proble,n associated with sprayed material separation is not encountered using the
stirred tank facility. The recirculating pump provides a homogeneous coating, deposited
in thin layers of approximately five mils, _itb each layer being allo,_cd to air dry before
the next application. Each coat should have a wet appearance immediately after deposition
and then be allowed to dry to a non-tac}'.y state. A drTing time of 20 minutes is required
J
5-1
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Figure 5-1. Pressure Tank Assembly Spray Equipment
at low humidity and at temperatures of 85-90°F. A lower temperature or high humidity
necessitates a longer drying period. To interrupt the pattern of alternate application of
layers and drying before the desired thickness hasbeen obtained results in a longer drying
time and a coat in which layers can be observed. The prcper atmospheric conditions and
surface preparation are essential to secure a consistent uniform and effectual application•
CURING CYCLE.
For proper utility of the "TI!_RMO-LAG" material, the correct curing cycle is an es-
sential process of quality control.
Curing of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 is accomplished by slowly raising the temperature
icom II0°F to 290°F while presm_re is applied to the model. The pressure is applied
5-2
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using a vacuum bag technique. The vacuum bag constructed of Mylar film is seaied at
the edges with a sealing compound (Prestite Permagum 382). The evacuation of air [rom
the bag causes it to collapse, which in turn, exerts pressure on the model and at the
same time facilitates the removal of solvent and gaseous producls. A vacuum of ap-
proximately 20-25 inches of water is applied and special precauticns are taken to insure
that the bag contains no leaks from pin holes in the mylar film or insufficient sealing of
the edges. The curing is accomplished in tne oven shown in Figu_-e 5-2.
The curing cycle may be divided roughly into three temperature zones in ,_'hich different
chemical reactions occur. The temperature zone from 110-!70°F is characterized by
the slow removal of the low boiling solvents. The intermediate zone from 180 ° to ap-
proximately 220°F is distinguished by the removal of water, which is a by-product of the
polymerization of the phenolic resin. The reaction, in '_,bich water is formed during
the cross linking of the polymer chains, is described by the following generalized equation.
OM .OH
loll
I-
/'t"20 2 - _- CHz - I_ CHz-]klO#
The higher temperature zone (250-290°F) is where the curing or cross linking of the
acry]onitrile butadiene etastomer occurs. The reaction is catalyzed by zinc oxide and
sulfides according to the following generalized equation.
_ CN
C/V
Material that has been cured too rapidly will have soft and springy physical features due
to solvent entrapment. These properties of a material can be detected readily by a hardness
test and by an infrared heat test. The use of infrared heating causes the material to form
blisters and bubbles, which distinguishes it from properly cured material which ablates
in an even manner. The formation of such blisters differs considerably from the kind
of blistering under consideration and would have been readily detected prior to plasmajet
testing.
5-3
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SECTION Vl
GO - NO GO VERIFICATION PROGRAM
PREFARATION OF GO - NO GO BLISTER MODELS.
"[_e second step in the objective of this program was to conduct air-arc piasmajet tests
fer verification of the analyzed cause of blistering of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 rnate-ial.
MODEL DESIGNATION.
A chemical analysis of the blisters and blister areas of the models tested on 10 December
1962 showed both binder-rich, binder-poor, salt-rich, and salt-poor areas. Analysis of
the test model series indicated that improper spraying and mixing of the material were
the chief causes of blistering. Proof of this conclusion was to be established by a series
of plasmajet tests.
To show that improper application of material was the pr_.mary cause of blistering, a series
of models was constructed to simulate the pre-dously observed coml/tions _zld produce
the identical type of blisters found in the defective models. Three conditions based on the
requirement by NASA that blisters be produced in specified areas and of specified size
on particular models were employed for the test series. To ensure that each condition be
met, arbitrary letter symbols were used to designate each series. In the D m,d E series
a number was added to separate the thinner wall models from the thicker wall models for
convenience during fabrication. Preparation of all tested models used quality control
materials.
MODELS NOT EXPECTED TO BLISTER, GG SERIES.
"THERMO-LAG" T-500 is composed basically of a binder system, a salt, and sufficient
solvent to make a sprayable composition. Unless agitated continuously, however, the
coarser salt particles will rapidly drop out of suspension, collecting in the bottom of the
spray container. The lighter resin components will stay in sclution with the solvents.
As discussed previously, material separation will contribute to defective models. The GG
series of models was prepared to eliminate this cause. T-500 material from Lot B/N
10582 was mixed in a paint shaker assembly to completely disperse the xmterial for
spraying. The mixed material was applied by recirculating equipment. Modei_ were built
up in the normal manner until the desired thickness was achie_,eO.. The models were then
air dried for the recluired time, placed in vacuum bags of mylar film, and cured in the
manner specified for this program.
The test results for these models are l._resented in Table Ill. As illustrated in Figures
A-l through A-8 of Appendix A, no blisters occurred.
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GG-2 10;1'/9 109,5 ,/5 18.47 .095 .034 .026 .027 3960 19.5
GG-5 9,872 109 90 18.65 . 123 .033 .025 .038 3960 19.1
GG-8 9,987 13,(, 35 8.15 048 .030 .030 .027 3960 22.3
_ 3930 23.9GG-9 9,900 109 40 8.22 .048 .033 .032 .035
GG-1A 10,001 109.5 140 28.80 .206 .100 .105 .100 "o 4000 96
GG-4 16,101 109.5 150 30.15 .238 .108 .I05 .104 3960 94.2
C-G-? 9,865 109 ,/80 106.68 1. 246 . 101 . 107 .102 3960 99
GG-11 10,291 109.5 390 63.88 .582 .103 .102 .102 3930 101.9
E-15 9,801 109 75 16.41 .128 .044 .042 .04I 3930 31.9
E-16 10,024 109.5 ,/5 15.8,/ .128 .042 i .045 .043 3910 33.9
E-l? 10,125 110 50 11.17 .061 .045 .043 [ .042 3910 32.3
E-18 10,035 109.5 50 15.20 .116 .0_1 .042 i .041 _" 3960 31.9
D-_ 9,926 169.5 320 52.00 .436 .098 .105 .098 _ _ 3930 92.3
D-10 9.871 109 385 58.46 .531 .101 .t04 i .106 = 3930 123.4
D-11 10,109 110 855 103._4 1.331 .101 .104 .106 3930 112.6
D-12 9,8?5 109 3_ 53.78 .505 .108 .108 .099 3960 111.1
D-1 9,855 109 ?5 15.65 .113 .037 .033 .031 3930 24.1
D-2 9,826 109 _ 76.75 .124 .033 .034 _ .035 3890 2?.?
i
D-2-4 10,334 109.5 345 54.59 .5,Y) .102 .108 .108 3980 121.8
D-2-5 10,230 109.5 429 61.86 .676 .093 .104 .103 3940 253
, , [
*All models run at test point 12; stagn_ion pressure 0.0064 atmosphere; oxygen concentration 21 percent;
tunnel mass flow .001448 LB/SEC.
Tabie Ill. Model Sidewall Data and Test Conditions
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MODELS EXPECTED TO BLISTER, D SERIES.
The D series of tested models was prepared to predict blisters in certain areas. The
material to be preparedfor spray was taken from Lot B/N 10582 and mixed with appropriate
solvent in the paint shaker. After miyAng, the material was allowed to s[and for ten
minutes. Following the settling period, the material in the top half of each container was
carefully poured into a clean container and arbitrarily labeled AA. The material rer,-_ining
in the container v-as arbitrarily labeled XX.
The next procedure to prepare the material for spraying was the additicn of material from
Lot B/N 10662 to the XX material. The materials were mixed in the paint shaker, followed
by a settling period of 15 minutes. The top two-thirds of the solution was then poured into
a clean can labeled BB. The remaining one-third was labeled CC. Enough solvent was
added to the CC material, to make it sprayable. The firsl spray application to the models
was a prime coat of normal-mix "THERMO-LAG" sprayedon the substrate sleeves. Using
a masking technique, 90° quadrants were then alternately sprayed with XX and CC material
for four coats. The models were then sprayed with five coats of BB material The final
coating was a spray application from material Lot B/N 01223. The sprayed material was
cured through normal procedure. Following curing, two models ,_,ere machined to 31-
to 37-mil wall thickness and arbitrarily coded D--1 and 13--2. The other model was finished
to 93- to 108-rail wall thickness and coded D-2-4.
Test results ol the prepared material models are presented in Table III. Figures A-9
through A-11 in Appendix A illustrate the ability of the spray technique to produce large
blisters in opposite 90 ° quadrants as specflied.
MODELS EXPECTED TO BLISTER, E SERIES.
The E series of tested models was prepared per NASA request to predict blisters of
specified size and location. The models were prepared by first spraying the substrate
sleeves with a prime coat of standard "THERMO-LAG" material. Five coats of the AA
material were applied to the prime coat. To produce the required blister sizes of ap-
proximately 1/2 x 1/2 inch square in the center of the sleeve body and 180 ° apart, a means
was devised for the task A mask was fabricated from a piece of cardboard with the re-
quired size hole. After each of the coats of the AA material "_as sprayed, the model was
again sprayed locally using the mask in the designated location. 5he procedure was
repeated with the previously prepared CC material. The entire models were then sprayed
with three coats of AA material and a final coating of normal-mixture T-500. The vacuum
: bag and curing operations were conducted using normal procedures.
Models labeled D-9, D.-10, D-11, and D-12 listed in Table III are also of E series models.
These models were mislabeled D oa the sleeves prior to spraying, and the designations
were kept on the model proper.
Figures A-12 through A-19 in Appendix A illustrate that the models produced by the
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outlined techniques did blister at the designated locations, with possible small blister
spots randomly located on the rest of the model bodies.
MODEL PERFORMANCE.
TEST CONDITIONS.
The test conditions for the serie: were chosen by NASA and pointed out in a Memorandum
of Underst_.ding between the Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company and NASA. This
memorandum stated that the test condition would be the previously calibrated test point
12. Nominal tunnel operating parameters, at this test point, were:
1. Stagnation enthalpy: 10,000 BTU/LB.
2. Model stagnation cold-wall heat flux: 110 BTU/'FT 2 - SEC.
3. Model stag'nation pressure: 0.0064 atmosphere.
4. Nozzle mass flow: 0.001448 LB/SEC.
5. Oxygen concentration: 21 percent.
These test conditions were identical to those for blistered models M-g and M-10 of the
original test series of 10 December 1962. Close inspection of Tables I and III _.ndicate
that the actual test conditions did not vary from this nominal test point by more than
three percent. Therefore, it may be stated that the conditions present in the original
test series were accurately duplicated in the present series.
The models were tested in the Mach 3, 200KW, simulated air plasmajet of the Plasmadyne
Corporation.
TEST MODELS.
The test models used for the blistered verification series were all nominally two inches
in diameter. The model configuration was a hemisphere-cylinder with an over-all length
of four inches. The forebody hemispherical portion was solid molded material. The
aftbody cylindrical portion was material sprayed on a 0.02-inch thick steel substrate.
Instrumentation of the cylindrical portion consisted of three 28-gage chromel-alumel
thermocouples spot-welded to the .inside of the steel cylinder 120° apart and one inch
from tile rear of the model. The two basic material thicknesses of 0.1 inch and 0.03 inch
utilized in the original tests were duplicated here to insure accurate reproduction of
the original test series.
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TEST RESULTS.
A summary of test results is presented in Table III. An important factor that cannot
be presented in tabular form is that the models predicted to blister did so after ap-
proximately 40 seconds. This was the approximate time that the models of the original
series blistered at this test condition. Thereby, the duplication of results was achieved.
By comparing the time for equal-thickness sidewall models to attain 500°F, some com-
parison may be made between the thermodynamic effectiveness of material that blistered
and material that did not blister. Table III presents this time data. From this table it
would seem that blistering has no deleterious effect on the thermal shielding property
of the material. The data, in fact, shows that the material that blistered was more
effective as a heat shield° The substrate temperature-time plots of the Go - No Go tested
models are presented in Appendix B (Fi_;ures B-4 through B-22).
The probable efficiency of the tested models expected to blister and those not expected
to blister can be made from a study of Figures 6-1 and 6-2. These figures record the
sidewall heat transfer test data envelope for the substrate temperatures and corresponding
imposed heat loads for duration of model exposure in the plasma stream. The heat load-
temperature envelope gives the entire range of data experienced for all models tested.
An analysis of the heat flux envelope indicates that for a given duration of exposure _.nthe
plasma stream the nonblistered models presented better protective coating for their
thermal environment.
The results of the sidewall heating tests for model sections having a nominal material
thickness of 0.03-inch of "THERlVIO-LAG" T-500 are recorded in Figure 6-I. Te _l-
lustrate the utility of the heat transfer envelope, representative calculated points for a
typical blistered model, M-2-D, and a nonblistered model GG-5, are shown. From side-
wall calorimeter data for the sidewall heat flux of 17 BTU/FT 2 - SEC, an exposure
time of 42 seconds yields a total heat load of 714 BTU/FT 2. For the heat load, the tem-
i peratures occurring after 42 seconds were plotted on the graph as indicated.
A similar comparison is indicated in Figure 6-2 for models having a nominal material
thickness of 0.1 inch of "THERMO-LAG" T-500. The representative models plotted
are D-9 and GG-1A.
The models used for comparison represent nonblistered models (GG-1A and GG-5),
models expected to produce large blisters in specific areas (C-2), and models prepared
to produce many small blisters at specific locations on the sidewalls (C-9).
!
An explanation of the difference in effectiveness, for the exposed heating time, of the
_ blistered and nonblistered material may be due partially to the lower thermal diffusivity
of the btistered material caused by the formation of many voids beneath each blister.
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Figure 6-1. Total Heat Load for Various Substr_te Temperatures of Go - No Go
Blistered Model Tests (0.03-Inch Sidewall Thickness)
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ENVELOPE OF BLL_TERED MODEL DATA _20
IIIIIIIIIENVELOPE OF NONBLISTERED tMODEL DATA I
I
A MODEL GG-IA
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Figure 6-2. TotalHeat Load for VariousSubstrateTemperatures of Go - No Go
_ Blistered Model Tests (0.1-Inch Sidewall Thickness)
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Figure 6-3. Sectional Photemicrographs of Models C,C_4 and E-17
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VERIFICATION OF LAYERED DEPOSITS OF SALT.
A verificationof the spray procedure as the cause of m_terial blisteringwas made by
microscopic ex_.minationof sectionsof several Go - No Go models. The photographs shown
in Figure 6.3 are Fhotomicrographs of sectioned edg,':;:_om the sides of blisteredmodel
E-17 and nonblistered model GG-.4. Comparison of '_e photographs shows uniform distri-
bution of the saltin the nonblistered model, which Js very clearly distinguishablefrom the
high concentraLion of saltin the bli:_teredmodel.
The 26X sectionalphotograph of model 17-E shows thatthe spray deposits at the bottom
of the specimen contain the predicted concentration of saltof large crystal size. The
layers covering this sectionare seen robe more concentrated in resins. The 53X eniarge-
ment of model 17-E clearly distinguishes tilelevels of material concentrations. These
photographs Indicate that photomicroscopic examination of applied material presents an
effectivemeans to readily distinguisha defectivemixing and spraying process.
JJ
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SECTION Vll
QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM
FOR PREPARATIONOF "THERMO-LAG" T-500
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS.
The qualibj control program for the preparation of "THERMO-LAG" prior to the Go-
No Go test series consisted of the chemical and physical analyses presented in this sec-
tion. The chemical analysis of the material with the quality control limits, prior to
spray application are:
Viscosity at 77°F !00-180 centipoises
Solids (after removal of solvent) 38_o minimum
NH4BF4 19% mininmn.
Following the composition analysis of the material, a test panel of each lot is l:repared
by spraying and curing, following by the specified chemical and physical tests:
Total _olids 98% minimum
Residual solvent 2% maximum
NH4BF 4 48-50%
Differential thermal analysis 550-600°F at 10°C/MIN
Density 58-63 LB/FT 3
Hardness
'fensile strength 500-600 psi
X-ray inspection for voids
X-ray inspection for salt coagulation
A final check for models fabricated is made for proper dimension and weight.
The Quality Control Inspection sheets for both lot and sample analysis for the bliste7
verification test a,-e shown in Figures C-1 through C-21, Appendix C.
The results of the investigative study on blistered materials shows that an additional step
in the quality control cf prepared "THEP_MO-LAG" T-S00 is required Findings of the
study shows that photomicrographs of prepared "THERMO-LAG" will provide the required
quality control function. The necessary steps to established photomicrographs as a material
control measure have been instituted.
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APPENDIX A
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MODELS TESTED
Figures A-1 through A_19 illustrate the conditions of the models after testing. Models
identified with a GG prefix were prepared so as not to blister. Models identified with a
D prefix were prepared so as to form large blisters at specific predetermined locations.
Models identified with an E prefix were prepared so as to form small blisters at specific
predetermined locations.
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Figure A-II. Test Model D-2-4
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APPENDIX B
SUBSTRATETEMPERATURESOF MODELS TESTED
Graphs of the substrate temperatures of the models tested are shown in Figures B-1 through
B-22.
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Figure B-14. Sidewall Substret_ temperature - Time History of M@:lel D-2..4
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FiKureB--15.Sid_waU SubstrateTemperature - Time Historyof Model E-1S
B-15
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Figure B-16. Sidewall Substrate Temperature - Time History of Model E-16
B-16
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Figure B-17. Sidewall _-bstrate Temperature - Time History of Model E-17
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Figure B-18. Sidewall Substrate Temperature - Time History of ModelE-18
B-18
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Figure B-19. Sidewall Substrate Temperature - Time History of Model D-.9
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Figure B-20. Sidewall Substrate Temperature - Time History of Model D--10
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Figure B-22. SidewallSubstrateTemperature - Time Historyof Model D-12
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APPENDIX C
QUALITY CONTI_OL SHEETS
The Quality Control Sheets for the models teste(1 are presented in Figures C-1 through
C-21.
J
f
_j
!
¢
C-1
.=
!,
i
1965015248-078
, DESCRIPTION APPROVED
A-14
OFIAW1NG
D.T.A. at 10°C/mlnute 550 °!=" X-Ray ;nspection; Voids none
I_ Oensityj Ibs/cuoft. j25°C 58 Salt Coagulation noneI-lar`dnessj at 25°C - 3] Chemlcel Analys;s
Tensile Str'engthj psi 549 Salt 49°_
Elongetlon _ per'cent dn:'-, Solids 98 =26_0__
Coating "T'hlckness s mils, dna Other" dna
Solvert ___?..4__L_
I.R. An_slysls' 220Vp 30 Amp _.579,0F
SHEET REV j ,]_ L j__.t. :,., I l 1I I ,,
, DExS.EETj , !_[
_;,Aw. THEEMERSONELECTRIC_F(-,:CO
CHECK SAINTLOUIS38, MISSOURI
APPD LO 1- INSIPid,(.3 T"ON
APPD ( OF 5>.,MPL.ES )
APPD
..,
ROJ CODE IDENT NO, SIZE
20418 A
S:,L_... ..........- j_EiT........
, ,M ',Ij4H j:', _Z_ I
J
Figure 0-1. Lot Inspection Number A-14
C-2
1965015248-079
ii II
YM DESCRIPTION ,,,DATE APPROVED,
/,-I 5
C
D F--RAVVING ,,:
'_2 ,x
D.T.A. at 10°C/minute 628°F " ,, X-FRay inspection; x/olds . none
[.Der.sity t Ibs/cu.ft. t2b°C '73 Salt Coegulstlon __.noB,e .
i_ Hardness _ st '25°C - 28 Chemical Analysis ,,
Tensile Strength, ps! 429 Salt -'
Elongation t. percent " dna Solids . _.9_,,j_.z_
Costing Thickness t mils. dn_,_..__ .Other" __
]
i. R. .Analysis 220V, 30 Amp 583 °i="
.... [ I : 1 lSHEETREV. ! ....
iNDEX SHEET
i iI I i
Ir,RkwN ......... THE.EMERSONELECTRICMFGCO,.
,':t;ECK sAINT LOUIS36, ,MISSOURI
i
APPD LO,I" INSPESC TION "
",',PPD ( OF SAMf.jLE.5 )
APPD
ROJ CODE IDENTNO_ -'---'-'- ,-
"20418,_
i
Figure C-2. Lot InspectionNumber A-15
I
12-.3
1965015248-080
1 REVISIONS
G-G-:
L
= E = I_
f -_ _120° (Typ.)' _
D TC'_x T
DRAVVING
Dimenliions: i.D, 9-2(: 2,0 in. Chemica! Aoalys;s; Sail tl9
O.D. B-_-2C 2o 204 in. Soiven: -_'?_
Lenglh. A 4,0 in° Solids 98,_'-_-----
I_ heigh:, dna Others dna
Widlh. dna X-ray z_Palysis; Voids none
Weight ........... 265.1 gin. Sell Coaguiatior none
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C Local;or dna
Hardpess t Rp .. - 31 D.T.A. al 10°C/wI;nu:e 550°F
Density t Ibs./cL;.'l 5e
,NDE× L I I I, IIII ] [,,I, !
-o_,w. THEEMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
CHECK SAINTLOUIS36, MISSOURi
APPO
APPO
:-3A IV; PL. E INSPECTION
APPD
PHOJ CODE IDENTN0.1SIZEII I
20 ;8I*I
SCALE 1 /SHE1
$_ _Ool, I 1194A :_ 63
Figure C-3. Sample Inspection for Mode! G,-G-1
C-4
1965015248-081
....   v,s,o.soE.c P.,O.I A.E,IP .OVEO
F_ 'o_o_2
cJ
DRAWING
Oimension._: I.D.._8--2C 2_0 in, Chem!cal Analysis, Salt 49
O.D. B+2C 2,060 in. Solvent 1____¢74__4.____
Ler:gih. A 4.,0in. Solids ._9_8_,26 _
I_ i-.,eigh-, dna Others dna
W:'d_h. dna l X-,"ay /",...nalysi_- ; Voids none
Weight ........... _.7.,_4..L.3__g.tzz,_ Salt Coagulatior . none __
Homogeneil) ...... ok T-C Localior .__dJ3._____
aardPess, .;Z_p.... 3! D.T.A. at 10°C',/min.Jte.__._)____
E)e rs _ty _ Ibs./c:_, 't _R
SHEET REV j l
Ij' i' I ' 1INDEXiSHEET I , t i 1..
oR_w. THE EMERSONELECTRICMFG CO
CHECK SAINTLOUIS36, I/.ISSOURI
. . . , ,, , i .,,
APPD
rPPD
SAMPLE INS PEC::T!ON
APP0
PROJ..... CODE IDENTNO.StZE
20418 A
], ,,
scAk ' s,i'_+
S" _e _'4 11_4A .'_'_ 63
, Figure C-4. Sample Inspectionfor Model G-G--2
y-
_ C-5
t
=
1965015248-082
REVISIONS
ISYM' DESCRIPTION [ DATE APPROVED
G-G-4
A
TC-_ x B _JQ__ J
ORAW!NG
DlmemliorAm: I,D. B-2C 2.0 in. Chemical Analysis; Sell 49
O.0, "_0 In. Solven:-T.?;
Lenglh. " A 4 !n, Solids --'9-_T
I_I Height. dna Others dna _1t
Width, dna X-ray Analysis ; Voids none
Weight ........... 263.1 gin. Salt Coagutatlom none
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C Location dna
Hllrdness_ FRp .... 31 D,T.A. el 10°C/minute 550°F
LZ)ensity _ Ibs ./cu. fl 58
i I
SHEET REV I I [
INDEX SHEET
i l
(,_w,, THEEMERSP,N ELECTRICMFGCO
CHECK SAIIII LOUIS36, MISS_)URI
,l
APPD
A.Pi,'O"
__ SAMPLE INSPECTION
APPD
, , , ,,
PROJ CODEIDENTNO. SIZE
20418 A
SCALE SHEET
$_) FOAM 1194A jA_ 63
Figure C-5. Sample Inspection for Model G..G-4
C-6
1965015248-083
ISYMi DESCRIPTION DAT___E APPROVEDi I
G-G-5
_,3_EB_963
E =J
c-I
OF_AVVING
Dimensions: I.D, B-2C 2,0 in. Chemical Analysis; Sail 49
O.D. --E_2C_'_0 in, Solven: --'-"F.-7"4"_
t_er,gth. " A ZI.'0-Tn'-. Solids -' 98.26 "-
lip t---1e igh t. dna Others dna _Jm
Widlh. dna X-Pay _nalysis ; Voids none
WeigP! ........... 234.0 gin, Salt C:oagulation none
Homogene;ty ...... ok T-C: Locatior" dna
Hardness t t'_p ... - 31 D.T,A. at lO°C/minute 550 c.l="
Density, Ibs ./c_.'t 58
i
'"_×I_."_T!1 11 i i-I l 1i
D.,,. ' THEEMERSONELECTRICMFGCO i
SAINTLOUIS36, MISSOURI
APPD
:_
APPD
i: SAMPLE INSPECTION
APPD
_.!- , , ...
PROJ CODE IDENT NO. SIZE
20418 A
SCALE SHEET
ii i =! i _IL ,m
@_ _,_v i _.94A : AN 63
L
Figure C-6. Sample Inspection for Model ('_-G-5
?
C-?
)
1965015248-084
: T
R IDESCRIPTION DATE I APPROVED
G-G-?
, , _ E T"-I
DFRAVVlNG
Dlmenslons: IoDo B-2C 2.0 in,, Chemical Analysis; Sall 49_/0
O.D. E3+2C 2,206 in, Solven: 1.74%
Length. A 4.0 in,,, Solids 98._
I_ height, dna Other's __Qn_ _11
Width. dna X-pay _,nalysis ; Voids none
Weight ........... 265.1. _qm. Salt Coagul_.lion none
Homogeneity ...... . ok T-C Localion dna
Her'dmess_ Rp .... 31 ., D.T,A. at 10°C/minute 550°F
Density p Ibs ,/cu, :t .58
SHEETREV I ,, I I
INDEXiSHEET . i [ii i i
o,.w, THEEMERSONELECTRICMFG.CO
CHECK SAINTLOU;S36, MISSOURI
APPD
"APPD
SAMPLE INSPECTION
"'APPD
i
PROJ CODEIDENTNO. SIZE
, 204|8 A
[ . . i ,, ,.,
. ,.... SCALE SHE'ETaE
S_ FOqM 1194A JAN 63 _p
Figure C-7. Sample Inspection for Model G-G-7
C-8
1965015248-085
,I,
...... I REVISIONS ......
i-@-8 'A ....... =
/ _ ///__)'=_\\\12o°rrYP.)
, D l TC"x _ I_/.w -_.//JI
_,,I ;.... ,_L,--
DFRAWING
Dlmerullonm: I.D. B-2C 2.0 In. Chemical Analysis; E_alt 49
O.O. -]__ In. Solven: -TTT4_
Length. A'" 4.0'"'In'." Solids _,26
heigh:. _---- Others E
Width,, _ -- X-ray _nalysls ; Vo;ds 71o---m'-_-
Weight ........... ----2_- _ Salt Ooagulatlon
Horrlogermlty ...... _ok- - T-C Locatio_ "-_na'___
Hardness, F_p ... - 31 E).T.A. at 10°C/minute 550_-_
Density, Ibs./cu.;t 5"8
SHEET REV
.., J
INDEX JSHEET
0.w. THE EMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
'CHECK .... SAINTLOUIS36, MISSOURI
APl_i)' "
APPD
SAMPLE INSPECTION
A'PPD ....
PROJ ' CODEIDENTNO. SIZE
..... 20418 A
i L
SCALE ISHEET
$_ ,OaU I194A ,_N 63
Figure C-8. Sample Inspectionfor Model G-G.-8
o
}
_' C-9
1965015248-086
j __ "" REVISIONS
JSYMJ DESCRIPTION J DAI"E4_ APPROVED
O-O-g
18' 1963_
QC_,: ,
cJ
DRAVV1NG
Dlmenslons: I.D. B-2C 2.0 In, Chemical Analysis; Sail 49
O.D. B+2C 2,066 in, Solvent 1,74
Length. A 4.0 in. Solids 98,26 I
I_ height, dna Others dna J_
Width. dna X-pay /knalysis; Voids none
Weight ........... ,.2,40.5 9m t , Salt Coagulalion none,
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C Location dna
Hardness, Rp ..._ 31 D.T.A. at 10°C/mintde 5500_F
Density_ Ibs./cu.;l 58
I ...... 1 ' "...... iREVSHEET I 1
INDEX sHEET , jj - ,.
D,.w, THEEMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
CHECK SAINTLOUIS36, MISSOURI
i nil.
APPD
APPD
SAMPLE INSPECTION
APPD
PROJ " " CODE IDENT NO. SIZE..................
20418 A
I,. r,-
....... SCALE..... l ,_Hr..r.r
sn _OP_ 1194A jA,,_ 63
E
Figure C-g, SampleZnspeetton_or Mode!G-G-g
C-10
i
1965015248-087
t
REVISIONS
DESCRIPTICN APPROVED
G-O-11
I ,_
I
t D _ Tc'_x B
I I
I
DRAWING
Dimensions: I,D, B-2C 2,0 In. Chemical Analysis; Salt 4£°/0
O,D. 8+20 2,,204 in, Solvent 1o_'_-0
L. _ngth, A ...4,0 in, Solids 9.8.._26
I_ I_eight, dna Others ¢lr'la -
Width. dna X-ray /-knalysts ; Voicl_ none
Weight ........... 280_.._2___ m, Salt Coagulatior none
I-Iomogene]ty ...... ok T-C LocalioP. dna
Hardness, FRp ..... 3.1....... D,T,A, at 10°C/minute 550°1 =
DenSity, Ibs./CL;. ;t 58
! SHEET REV l "
INDEX SHEET I ""
• I _ I i H .
i _0,Aw," THEEMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
_ !:CHECK SAINTLOUIS36, MISSOURI
_ "
_. APPD
R
,_ APPD
,, SAMPLE INSPECTION
_' APPD
c
FROJ..... CODE IDENTNO. SIZE
,_.
_. 20418 A
SCALE ................. SHEET
i
s[_ _,0R_ 1194A JAN 1_3
i Figure C-lO. Sample Inspection for Model G-G-IO
12-11
] 965015248-088
#
REVISIONS........... DESCRIPTION ..... _ APPROVED
__:j I 1 ......
EB18 "_963_1-D
"\v_"_'''=___v..".... * ..... ;
/ ,I
I _._ __o (TYP.)
I F"_
TC:_ B
I
I
i l
cJ
DRAWING
Dimmnslons: I.D. B-2c 2,.0 In, Chemical Analysis; :-_alt 560/0
O.D. -l_ in. Solvent "--0-._
Length, '_' 4,0 in, Solids "-'_;1---4_o-
Height. dna Other,_ dna
Width. ----d_a .... X-ray ,'_,nalysls ; Vol(ls alma n_,ne
Weight ........... 224,5 gin. Salt Ooagulatior, none
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C Location dna
I.-lardmess, FRp ... - 28 D.T.A. at 10°C/minute 628°F
Density, Ibs ./cu.;t ?3
,,, , ,,
SHEET REV
INDEX SHEET
DRAWN THEEMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
,,, i ,,
CHECK [_ SAINTLOUIS36, M,ISSOUR!
AP'PD ....
APPD
. S,_MPL_E INSPECTION
APPD
PROJ ....... ICODE IDENTNO. SIZE ............
!
204|8 A
SCALE ....... S'HEET..........
• ii i i llm!
sO rO_M II94A J_N _3
Figure C-11. Sample Inspection _or Mode! 1-D
C-12
1965015248-089
REVISIONS
DESCRIPTION t DATE t APPROVED! I
.. Qc_.)
.... TJ I-,- ,,.o.
D TC.,,_[ B
DRAWING
Dimensions: l.D° B-2C 2.0 in. Chemical Analysis; Salt 56_
O.D, B+2C 2,060 in,, Solvent 0,,86%
Lenglh, A 4,0__i n.0._ Solids 99,.14% _
I_ height, dna Others dna _lp
Widlh. dna X-ray ,'_¢alysis; Voids none
Weight ........... _ _2.4.5 qm. Salt Coagulalior, none
Homogeneity ...... _ T-O Location dne
Hardness_ Rp .... 28 D.T.A. at 10°C/minute 628°.F
Density, Ibs./cu.ft_ 73
SHEET REV ji
: INDEX SHEET! I I1
o,,wN 'filE EMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
_ "CHECK SAINTLOUIS36, MISSOURI
APPD
_: APPD
'(" SA N,IPLE INS I_'ECTION
APPD
'_ PROJ CODEIDENT_, SIZE
_: 20418 A_
t': L
SCALE SHE'iT"
I I I
" so FORM 1194A J _ 63
Figure C-12. Sample Inspection for Model 2-D
C-13
1965015248-090
,I,i i : -- . _ J_
REVISIONS
SYM DESCRIPTION JI I " ,".' 'DATEi'PPR'OVEO....... ' '" "' ' i
D-2-4
.... ' ' "' ,A - ""
f
' 1I (TYP.)
I -_-- F -'_ I
I TC._x B 1I
I
DRAWING
Dimensions: I,D. B-2C 2.0 In. Chemical Analysis; Salt 56070
O.D. _E_Z_U0 In. Solven: 0.ub_0
Length,. "' A 4.0'" |n_" Solids -"'9_ _
_eight. dna OthePs _'na
Width, dna X-Pay &nalysl,_; Voids none
Weight ........... 261.8 gin= Salt Coagulation none
Homogenelty ...... ok T-C Location dna
Hsrdness_ I_p ... - 28 D.T.A. at 10°C/minut(_ 6"_'_-F
Density _ Ibs./cu._t 73
L., ............
r
SHEET REV
INDEX SHEET
rDRAWN ' " THEEMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
CHECK SAINT LOUIS36_ M!,SS.OURI
APPD
L_
APPD
SAMPLE INSPECTION
APPD
PROJ CODEIDENTNO, SIZE
20418 A
L..... SCALe.... i ..... _>HEE'T, "
so F0_ _194A J_ (13
Figure C-13. Sample Inspection for Model D-2-4
C-14
1965015248-091
I _ REVISIONS
_. DESCR_PT,ON l "C;AT_I APPROV_O
I i
: 15-E
i _-F-I °_Y'"
I TC,._X B
"2
DRAVVIINO ,,
Dimensions: I.D, S-2C 2,Oln .Chemical Analysis; Sat_. 56_0
o.o, B+2C _0 In, Soiyem _.9_,86_6__'L.
L.ength, _ A.4.0 in, Solids gg,14¢_
Heigh!. dna ,, Others dna
W!dth.d_ X-Pay _nalysls ; Voids __ 130_he
Weight ........... ._2Q_,_._L._. Salt Coagulstio_ - none': , ,,
Homogeneity ...... _ T-C_ Location _¢_¢._._
Hardness_ F_p ,,, _ D,T_A, at 10°.C/minute __
Densityj Ibs./: ;,,_t- '73
SHEET
: DRAWN
.__ ; ,, _ THEEMERSONELECTRICMFG_CO
" CHECK -.---- SAINTLOUIS36, NISSOIJIII .
" APPD "
,=i,,=iI_iiii=i,==ii_
APPD
SAMPLE li'_S I_ECTION
_- APPD
FN_--_------------------_COOE_ NT_ - '
SP ro,M 1194k JAN @3
Flgure C-14. Ssmple Inspection _ox' M(;del 15-]¢
1965015248-092
REVISIONS
DESCRIPTION _ APPROVED
I 1
16-E
-" A _i
'T
cJ
E)NAW}NG
Dlmer_ions: I.D, B-2C 2,0 In, Chemical Analysis; Salt 56_0
O,E).--_0 in. Solvent--E';E
Lenglh. A 4°0 In," Solids "--I)_,--F4"_0
0' Height. dna Others _a
Widlh. dna X-ray /_nalysls ; Voids none
Weight ........... 242,5 gin, Sail Coagulatio_ none
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C Localior, dPa
HsPdness_ Rp ... - 28 D.T.A. a! 10°C/minute 628"°F
E)e_sity, Ibs ./cu. fl 73
SHEET ,REV I t
INDEX iSHEET , ,I l
DRAW_ ]HE ENERSONELECTR!r,MFGCO
ChEcK' " SAINT LOUIS 36, MBSOIIRI
iJ, J • • , ii ,, ,,
APeD
APeD
SAMPLE INSPECTION
APeD
PROJ CODE IDENT NO. SIZE
20418 A
SCALE SHEiT
sD Fo_,4 1194A J_ _3
Figure C-15. Sample Inspec*ion for Model 16-E
C-16
1965015248-093
IF- REv,s,o,s
I_'EB18 _,963\
I"/-EE
DRAWING
Dimenltionll: I,D, B-2C 2,Oin, Chemical Analysis; Salt 56_
O,E), B+20 2t, 080 ir'l e Soiven: 0,86_
Length. A 4°0 In, Solids 99,14__
!_ heigh!, dna Others _ ._d.L.0_8__.
Wldth. dnel X-ray /-knalysis ; Voids none /Weighl ........... -'-43.2 9ml Salt CoagulatioP ._1_______Homogeneity ...... _J_k T-C Localior. __drj a
Hardness r Rp .... 28 D.T.A, at 10°(_/minute r_'_.{i.OF:::'__
Density _ Ibs./cu .it 73
SHEETREv 1 i
1 ! ,
_o,,w, i. THEEMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
CHECK $AIgT LOUIS36, MISSOURI
i_ APPD
APPD
SAMPLE INSPECTION
• m,
APPD
i_ PROJ CODE IDENT _. SIZE
£ 4. V_I'I A
;: SCALE SHEET
•,, _ ......
so _omu ilg4A JAN $3
,)
:_. FigureC-16.SampleInspectionfor Model17-E
_f
Y.
i_ C-17
I
1965015248-094
• DESCRIPTION [ DATE ! A'PPROVED
! I
E_B__ 18"-E
D TC,._X _ B
_J
DRAWING
D|mensions: I,D, B-2C 2,0 in, Chemical Analysis; Sail 5607o
O, O, "--l__0 in, Solven: -'_,E
Lenglh, A 4.0 i,1° Solids "-9"9"-,E
I_ I_elght. dna Others dna 91_
Width. dna X-Pay _nalysis; Voids none
We;ght ........... 22_.£i gin. Salt Coagulation. noee
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C Local;on dna
Hardness_ F_.p ,.. - 28 D,T,A, at 10°C/minute _
E)ens ity_ Ibs ./cu.;t ?3
'H'"Ti""V[]rJ!i_[Jl_i1I__II_L
,NDExISHEETIl t] II [IIi I IlII!I--
_RAw. THEEMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
',HECK SklNT LOUIS36, MISSOURIH iz i i
APPD
APPD
SAMPLE INSPECTION
APPD
PR0J CODEIDENTN0,"Ell-'_
20418
SCALE
sn _o_v 1194A jA_ B3
Figure C-17. Sample Inspection for Model 18-E
0-18
1965015248-095
OESCR,PT,O. OAT_' APPROVEO
E _
\
Jr F --_ (TYP.)
: DRAWING
:' Dimensions: I.D. B-2C 2.0 in. Chemical _,¢'at_.sis; Sail 56¢_
O.D. E;+2C 2.200 in. Solvent _,,8_ !
Length, A 4.0 _ Solias ET# /
@ he:g.h'., dna Others _d_a E
Width. dna X-ray _,nalvsis; Voids llRIl>o_mKwBKn@ne
Weight ........... 26gm6 gin,. Sall Coagulat;oP none
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C Local;or. dna
Hardness) Rp ... - 28 D,T.A. at 10°C/minu:e 628°F
Density, Ibs./cLJ,;l...73
SHEET REV
• 4
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Dlmer_lens: I,D. B-2C 2,0 in, Chem;cal Analysis; Salt
O.D. _0 in. SolveP,:-"-0-'_-.8E
Le;-,glh. A 4.0- IJ_. Sol;.ds 99. 14_
I_ height. --' clna Others dna
Width. dn_ X-ray /_nellysis ; Voids none
We{ght ........... -""2E_."3" gin. Sellt Coagulatior none
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C L ocalior .__do______
HaPdness_ Rp ... - 28 D.T,A. ell 10°O/minute.._.__8____
Dens ily, Ibs ./cL. fl 73
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Figure 0-19. Sample Inspection for Model IO-D
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mSYM DESCRIPTION [ DATE I APPROVED
I I
• A_sC_,,,_o
_--FEB_ _96_
i_
D . TC_'_X B
j: 12
DRAWING
Dimensions: I.D. B-2C 2.0 in Chemical Analysis; Sell 561_¢
O.D.-B_ in. Solven:-0._6
Lenglh. " A 4,,0 in_ Solids -'_'_o-T4-----
I_ height, dna OthePs _ li_
Width. dna X-r'ay 4,nalysis ; Voids none
Weight ........... 266.9 gin. Smlt Coagulalior, none
Homogeneity ...... ok T-C LocaHoP dna
Hardr_ess_ Rp ... - 28 D.T.A. _lt 10°C/minute _
Density_ Ibs./cb,fl 73
,NDEXlSHEET 1
_R.w. THE EMERSONELECTRICMFGCO
CHECK SAINT LOUIS 36, MISSOURI
APPD
APPD
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:,, APPD
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i Figure C-20. Sample Inspection for Model 11-D
._ C-21
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' "! REVISIONS
ISYMi DESCRIPTION ] DATE t APPROVED
_1 12-D\.¢. - .-: _ ....
D TC"'X B
DR_VVING
Dlmenslons: I.D. B-2C 2.0 in. Chemical Analysis; Sail 56070
O.D. B-+2C 2' 200 in. Sol'.,en: -_
Length. A 4°0 |m. Solids -g'-5_-IT
_11 I teigh:, dna Others _
Widlh. dna X-ray ,'_,nalysis ; Voids none
Weight ........... 264.4 9m. Salt Coagul_tior none
Homogenelty ...... ok T-C L_ocatior dna
l-lardness t Rp .... 28 D.T.A. at 10°C/minuteB28°F43.._
Density_ Ibs./cu.:t 73
I
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CHECK SAIHTLOUIS3S, klISSOURI
APPD
SAMPLE INSPECTION
APPD
ROJ CODE IDENTNO. iitZE ........
20418 A
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sr_ FORU |194A J _ (53
F|tpire C-21. Sample Inspection for Model 12-D
C-22 Umt TP-20 3 May 63
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